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PROJECT SUMMARY

Through my project curriculum, I address my research question: How to b uild a
classroom community of caring, self-directed learners through the use of morning
meeting in the first ten days of school and beyond. My ten day curriculum includes lesson
plans, activities, along with the steps on how to scaffold creating a child centered and
self-directed Morning Meeting, instead of a teacher led Morning Meeting. Educators will
be able to use this curriculum to build a framework for their own Morning Meeting. The
project will explain how the Meeting should look and run first by the teacher, and helps
build the foundation so the students can use that when they start to lead the Meeting later
in the school year.
Responsive Classroom Morning Meeting is an engaging way to start each day. It
is used to build a strong sense of community and to set students up for success both
socially and academically. Every morning, students and teachers gather in a circle for
twenty or thirty minutes and interact with each other while completing four purposeful
components:
1. Greeting: Students and teachers greet one another by name
2. Sharing: Students share information given a specific weekly topic.
Listeners offer comments and questions once the sharer is finished.
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3. Group activity: Students and teachers participate in a short activity that
creates class cohesion and helps students practice social and academic
skills.
4. News and Announcements: Students read and interact with a short
message that their teacher wrote before they entered the classroom. They
will also discuss classroom news related to that day.
I created this curriculum because in order to be successful in and out of school,
students need to learn a set of social and emotional competencies which include
cooperation, assertiveness, responsibility, empathy, and self-control. They also need to
learn a set of academic competencies including academic mindset, perseverance, learning
strategies, and academic behaviors (Principles and Practices, n.d).
This curriculum can be used for any grade level, but was created for a 5th grade
classroom. This curricular unit will take place in the first ten days of the school year. The
format of the Morning Meeting however, will continue for the entire school year. The
meeting will occur at the beginning of each day, after the morning work time and once
the official bell for the day has rung. The meeting will last between 20 and 30 minutes
each day, but will be longer the first two or three days. During the first week, students
will learn the procedures of how the Morning Meeting is conducted, what are the
different components, why we do each component, and what their responsibilities are for
each component of the meeting. They will also participate in each component every day
from the first day of school. The first 10 days are the foundation for the rest of the school
year. They will be introduced to every component and almost every activity within those
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10 days. After the completion of those 10 days, the format will continue for the
remainder of the school year.
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PROJECT CURRICULUM

Morning Meeting is an important part of the day, not only at the beginning of the
school year, but everyday during the school year. It becomes a time to welcome everyone
to the new year and starts the community building foundation for the rest of the year.
Most students have probably experienced Morning Meeting. Due to this, teachers can
give a little reminder to the different components of the meeting and remind the students
why we do each component everyday and why each is important. Most of this will be
done within the first few days of the school year. Most will be learned through routine
and practice.
This guide to Morning Meeting will walk through each component of the meeting
for each day and give educators ideas on what to do each day for the first ten days.
Lesson plans are included in the Appendixes. Other ideas for each component are also
included in the Appendixes.
Standards Achieved
Based on guiding principles I found standards that are achieved through Morning
Meeting. The standards for this curriculum came from the Minnesota K-12 Academic
Standards. The broad-based standards that were chosen were based off of the social skills
that students can gain through the implementation of Morning Meeting. They include:
1. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles
(Core Standard CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.5.1.B)
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2. Pose and respond to specific questions by making comments that
contribute to the discussion and elaborate on the remarks of others (Core
Standard CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.5.1.C)
3. Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically
and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support
main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace (Core
Standard CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.5.4)
While there are more social and emotional skills that are accomplished through
the use of Morning Meeting, these three specific standards from the Common Core
Speaking and Listening are hit upon the most throughout.
Outcomes/Objectives
Morning Meeting is not used as a summative assessment for students, but more
for general and formative assessments, based off of observations of the teacher. Due to
this, formal “students should be able to…” objectives are not created or written for
students to see. However, they can still be used by the educator to make sure that they are
having a successful meeting. Some of these objectives that could be achieved and
assessed include:
1. Follow and agree upon rules and expectations set by the teacher and
students
2. Form cohesive responses to classmates by asking questions related to their
topic
3. Hold a logical and cohesive discussion with classmates on a given topic
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4. Participate as a group to complete a given task
5. Greet each student by name
Curriculum
Day 1
Greeting: What is a greeting and then greet each other with the Adjective
Greeting (Appendix A)
Begin the day by introducing the greeting component of Morning Meeting.
Explain to the students that we are going to learn and do lots of different, friendly and
respectful greetings. From there, turn to the student next to me and demonstrate how to
implement a respectful greeting: “Hello, (insert name here.” Give her a handshake. Never
losing eye contact. Ask the students what they noticed about your greeting to the
students. Discuss that a greeting includes eye contact, a name, a greeting of hello, and an
action to welcome them. Explain that in the next few days we will be learning new
greetings that we will continue to use throughout the school year.
Also review/introduce what the general responsibilities are for both you as the
teacher and them as the students. Make an Anchor Chart to go along with it. This anchor
chart will be hung up by the Morning Meeting spot as a reminder to the students.
Teachers Responsibility include (Kriete, 2002, pg. 43):
● Teach a variety of age-appropriate greetings
● Model aspects of warm and respectful greetings
● Make sure students use friendly and appropriate words and body language
● Give student’s opportunities to choose and lead greetings
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Student’s Responsibility include (Kriete, 2002, pg 43):
● Choose different classmates each day to greet (sitting next to different
students each day)
● Wait for their turn to greet patiently and quietly
● Use a clear, audible voice
● Use friendly and appropriate body language and tone of voice.
The first greeting that will be implemented first will be used to learn the names of
students within your classroom. It is called the Adjective Greeting. It is a greeting that
uses the student’s name and an adjective that describes them, that preferably starts with
the same first letter as their first name. Demonstrate with an example using your first
name and an adjective that starts with the first letter of your first name, unless you want
to use your last name due to the students calling you by your last name professionally.
From there give them a moment to think about an adjective that starts with their first
letter. Then proceed to go around the circle until everyone has the opportunity to go.
Sharing: What is sharing and then introduce “All About Me” activity (Appendix
B)
Begin by explaining that Sharing is used to help us get to know each other better
and that each morning there will be time for some of us to share news about things in our
lives with the class. Explain that everyone will get a chance to share, though not every
day. Then introduce the first share will be: All About Me. Explain the project and then
demonstrate how to share the project.
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The first share will be a project called “All About Me.” The students should have
plenty of time to work on the project during the first day of school and they will be able
to share via a sign up sheet once they are ready. Giving students time during the first day,
which allows them to complete it at the same time so that you can start the sharing of the
projects the following day.
Each student will be given the same pennant that gives them prompts to fill in that
will help us learn more about them. Some of the prompt include:
● Their name
● Birthday
● Picture of them
● Favorite food
● Favorite color
● Favorite animal
● Favorite subject
● What they want to be when they grow up
Each day for the first nine days of school, three or four students will share their
pennant. This will be a great time for students to ask each other questions, to learn more
about each student, and to make connections with one another.
Demonstrate first by completing your own pennant and then sharing it to them as
an example. After you share your project, then discuss what they noticed when you were
sharing. Then create another anchor chart on the expectations of the teacher and of the
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students during Sharing time. This anchor chart will also be hung up in the Morning
Meeting area to remind students of the expectations.
Teacher’s responsibility (Kriete, 2002, pg 68)
● Set up systems for signing up and for the number of questions and
comments allowed
● Act as a facilitator and timekeeper, keeping the process moving, model
good oral communication skills
● Model appropriate language for questions and comments
● Help students keep the focus upon the sharer
● Screen out sharing that is inappropriate for the group
Student’s responsibility: (Kriete, 2002, pg 68)
● Choose news that is appropriate to share with the group
● Organize their ideas and keep their sharing brief
● Wait their turn to share
● Place any objects they need in the designated Sharing place
● Listen attentively to others’ sharing
● Ask questions and make comments that show interest, respect, and caring
● Stay focused upon the sharer
Later that day, create a sign-up sheet for students to share their pennants and to
choose the day that will be their regular share day.
Group Activity: What is Group Activity and then play Commonalities Bingo
(Appendix C)
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Begin this component by explaining to the students that during this time, the
whole group will do an activity together. Also remind them that it will be important in
these activities for each person to take good care of themselves, as well as each other.
Review the need of using inside voices, self-control, taking turns, and that mistakes are
okay.
Do not create an anchor chart for the Group Activity because you have already
created two others. You will create one as a group on the second day. Then introduce the
first activity: Commonalities Bingo. Explain that each student will receive a bingo card
that has different commonalities that they may have with different students within in the
classroom. Demonstrate how to go to each student and ask them if they have any similar
commonalities. Then explain that we will set a timer for 5-10 minutes for them to mingle
with one another and to find as many students as they can that have commonalities as
them. At the end of the time, as a class, discuss the students' findings.
News and Announcements: I ntroduction to themes and where to find it each
morning. Theme: STEM; Create a Paper Airplane (Appendix D)
Every morning when the students arrive, there will be a task for them to complete,
which will be hanging on the Morning Message corner of the classroom. Explain to the
students that each morning upon arriving, they are to check in, find the task, work on the
task, and prepare for the day. Then explain that each meeting they will have time to
discuss the morning task and then talk about the schedule for the day.
Student/Teacher Questionnaire: F
 ollowing this Morning Meeting, students and
teachers will complete a questionnaire to see how students are feeling about the success
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of classroom community. They will complete this questionnaire again on Day 10 to see if
their opinions have changed. (Appendix E)
For the next nine days of the project, I will only list what the four components are
what educators will be doing for each component of the day. Lesson plans for each
activity are included in the appendix for your own use.
Day 2:
Greeting: Review and introduce Ball Toss (Appendix A)
Sharing: Review and first 3 students share “All About Me” pennant
Group Activity: C
 reate Anchor Chart responsibilities and play “Just Like Me”
(Appendix C)
On the first day of school, you discussed what the Group Activity is and
demonstrated one of the activities, today explain that you are going to create an anchor
chart on what the teacher responsibilities are and what the student’s responsibilities are
during this time.
Teacher’s responsibilities (Kriete, 2002, pg 83):
● Choose a variety of activities which are age-appropriate and include all
skill levels
● Make sure many different kinds of activities are represented-physical,
intellectual, artistic
● Give directions that are simple, clear, and consistent
● Make sure everyone knows the rules of activities
● Select activities that are non-competitive
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● Model being playful or enthusiastic without being silly
● Stop the activity and regroup if it is not going well
Student’s responsibilities (Kriete, 2002, pg 83):
● Participate fully in all activities
● Interact with all classmates
● Show respect and support for the efforts of all participants
● Have fun without being silly
● Work hard without being competitive
● Follow the rules of activities
News and Announcements: R
 eview Themes and expectations. Theme: Riddle;
“What has hands but doesn’t clap?” (Appendix D)
Day 3
Greeting: The Name Game (Appendix A)
Sharing: All About me (next 3 people)
Group Activity: E
 ntourage (Rock, Paper, Scissors Extreme) (Appendix C)
News and Announcement: Theme: Question of the Day; “What is one thing you
want to accomplish this year?” (Appendix D)
For the Thursday Question of the Day, you can decide if you want your students
to just think about their answer, or if you want your students to use a journal to write
their answer as a collection of writing examples and personal growth.
Day 4
Greeting: Spider Web Greeting (Appendix A)
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Sharing: All About Me (next 3 people)
Group Activity: B
 alloon Volleyball (every Friday activity) (Appendix C)
News and Announcement: Theme: Would You Rather; “Would you rather go
skiing or go to a waterpark?” (Appendix D)
Day 5
Greeting: Introduce Greeting Cup and One Minute Greeting (Appendix A)
Now that you have done one week of Greetings, introduce the Greeting Cup and
explain to students that we will continue to learn new Greetings, but each time we
introduce one, we will put the name of it onto a popsicle stick and then place it into the
Greeting Cup. Explain that once we have learned all of the different Greetings, each week
a new student will lead the Morning Meetings, and it will be there job to pick the
Greeting out of the cup. Also explain the expectations of reactions to the Greeting pulled.
Explain that we are not to react negatively to whichever Greeting is pulled. Also explain
to the students that there will be a cup for Group Activities as well.
Sharing: All About Me (next 3 people)
Group Activity: I ntroduce Activity Cup and Cooseeki (Appendix C)
News and Announcement: Theme: Math Problem; “114 birds were sitting in a
tree. 21 more birds flew up to the tree. How many birds were there altogether in the
tree?” (Appendix D)
By day six, you have introduced each component of the Morning Meeting and
students should know the routine of the meeting. Students should start to feel comfortable
with each aspect and as a teacher, you should slowly start pulling away from leading each
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component and slowly start having your students start to lead each activity. Even though
you are still introducing new activities, you can still have students start the process of
leading. This is vital to the process, because by day ten, students should start to be able to
lead the entire Morning Meeting on their own, with a little help from you.
Day 6
Greeting: Ankle High Five (Appendix A)
Sharing: All About Me (next 3 people)
Group Activity: P
 rui (Appendix C)
News and Announcement: Theme: STEM; “Who can build the tallest note card
tower?” (Appendix D)
Day 7
Greeting: Hullabaloo (Appendix A)
Sharing: All About Me (next 3 people)
Group Activity: 2 1 (Appendix C)
News and Announcement: Theme: Riddle; “If a red house is made of red bricks
and a yellow house is made of yellow bricks, what is a greenhouse made of?” (Appendix
D)
Day 8
Greeting: Squeeze (Appendix A)
Sharing: All About Me (next 3 people)
Group Activity: 4 Corners (Appendix C)
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News and Announcement: Theme: Question of the Day; “Who do you look up
to?” (Appendix D)
Day 9
Greeting: Alphabetical Order (Appendix A)
Sharing: All About Me (next 3 people)
Group Activity: B
 alloon Volleyball (Appendix C)
News and Announcement: Theme: Would You Rather; “Would you rather dance
or sing?” (Appendix D)
Day 10
Greeting: Start introducing “Hello” in a new language each day following.
Bonjour (Appendix A)
Sharing: Introduce weekly topic. Introduce sign-up sheet. Explain expectations of
sharing.
Now that everyone has shared their “All About Me” pennant, it is time to
introduce the weekly share topic. Each week there will be a topic that students will need
to share with their classmates. As the teacher, you can decide on a weekly topics that
relate to your students. You could also come up with topics with your students, to create
their voice in the decisions. Explain to students that share is mandatory, and that
everyone will have a specific day when they will share each week. Show them the
sign-up sheet and allow them the day to sign up for their day of the week. This day will
not change. If the student happens to be gone that day, they have the option to skip that
week or go another day. If you start to notice that the student is missing their share day
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due to arriving late each day, remind them that they will then need to share at a different
time during the day. Also explain to students that the weekly topic will be about
themselves, not academic. Also explain to students that if applicable, they may bring one
thing from home to share each week.
Group Activity: T
 rust Walk (Appendix C)
News and Announcement: Theme: Math; “You bough 8 DVDs for $22 each and 4
DVDs for $13 each. What is the AVERAGE price you paid for each DVD?”
Student/Teacher Questionnaire: F
 ollowing this Morning Meeting, students and
teachers will complete the same questionnaire that they completed on the first day of
school to see if students are feeling any more success of classroom community.
After the first ten days
After the first 10 days have finished, the format for the meeting will stay the same
for the remainder of the school year. The teacher will add more Greetings and Group
Activities to the cup and will demonstrate how to lead them throughout the remainder of
the year. The full list of Greeting and Group Activities, along with their lesson plans, are
available in Appendix A and C for educator use. By the end of the first month of school,
all Greetings and Group Activities should be introduced. To keep the meeting interesting
and new, an educator may decide to keep some secret until halfway through the school
year, or to add more so that the meeting does not become stale.
After the first ten days, students should be able to lead the entire meeting without
the help of the teacher. The teacher becomes a part of the meeting, just like the other
students. This is vital for both the teacher and the students. The earlier students start to
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lead the Morning Meeting, the earlier students will become self sufficient and
independent. Once this is created, the teacher also becomes less of a power figure and
becomes more equal with the students, starting to blend in, creating harmony within the
classroom.
Extensions to the rest of the day
Creating a classroom of cooperative and self-directed learners is vital to the rest
of the school day. Once educators have established a routine of Morning Meeting, they
can start to implement these strategies into the rest of the school day in order for their
lessons and daily rotations to run smoothly and independently. In the next sections, I will
describe how educators can go about implementing self-directed rotations in their Daily 5
and Daily 3 parts of their day. Teachers will use the same format as Morning Meeting in
these implementations.
Daily 5 ELA Rotations Extensions
Most classrooms include an ELA block where teachers teach a concept to the
whole class and then meet with students in small groups based on abilities to review
those concepts. While the teacher is meeting with small groups, the other students are
working independently on other work within the classroom. This may include Word
Work, Reading to Self, Fluency, and Writing. In order for this time to run smoothly,
teachers need to teach students how to independently work on each component of this
block. They also need to teach students how to cooperate with one another. All of this is
learned, demonstrated, and practiced during Morning Meeting. By starting and
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implementing Morning Meeting on the very first day of school, educators are already
setting their students up for success during the Daily 5 part of their day.
Just like the teacher implements each component of Morning Meeting on its own,
the teacher should also implement each component of the Daily 5 rotation individually as
well. For each component, the teacher should just introduce one at a time, one each day.
The teacher will explain each component to the whole group. They will then demonstrate
the expectations for each component. If applicable, the teacher could also create an
anchor chart of expectations for each component, just like they did for the components of
Morning Meeting. After discussing and demonstrating that days component, the entire
class will work on that component for the remainder of the rotation time. The following
day, the teacher will introduce the next component with the same framework. This will
continue until every component has been explained, demonstrated, and practiced.
Once each component has been practiced, the students will practice doing two
components a day. Then three. Then four. And finally all five (working with teacher).
During this time, all students will work on the same component at the same time but in
timed rotations, slowly working their way to fifteen or twenty minute rotations of each
component. Once the class has practiced and mastered with everyone working on the
same component at the same time, and with all five components happening in the 60-90
minute block, teachers can start introducing the ability based groups. Once this has been
introduced, the regular rotations may begin. During these regular rotations, all five
components are happening at once; each group is working on something different.
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By introducing the Daily 5 rotations in this way, the teacher uses the same
framework as the implementation of Morning Meeting. They are also creating a
classroom of self directed learners who use cooperative learning to be successful.
Daily 3 Math Rotations Expectations
Daily 3 math rotations can be implemented in the same process as the Daily 5
rotations.
Summary
By implementing Morning Meeting as student centered and student led, the
teacher sets their class up for success in the rest of their school day. They teach their
students how to cooperate and work together. They are also teaching them problem
solving skills and proactive behavior. All of this and more is fundamental to their school
career and beyond.
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Appendix A

Greeting Activities
The Name Game (Correa-Connolly 2004)
Grades 3-8
How to do it:
1. Students stand or sit in a circle. Explain the goal of the game - a number of
volunteers will name every student in the circle as quickly as possible. Choose a
group of volunteers. Choose a student to start.
2. The first student simply names the student to the left, then continues around the
circle, naming each student in turn. When that student is finished, the next
volunteer repeats the process.
3. When everyone is done, announce the amount of time it took and challenge the
group to improve their time for a second round.
4. The activity ends with students passing a friendly handshake greeting around the
circle. The student who went first in the name game begins by turning to the
student to his left, shaking her hand, and saying “ Good morning, ______.” She
then returns the greeting and turns to the person on her left to extend the same
greeting.
5. It’s important to remind students that the greeting is not timed. The goal now is to
greet one another in a friendly way, not to do it as quickly as possible.
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High Five/Ankle Shake (Correa-Connolly 2004)
Grades 3-8
How to do it:
1. Children stand in a circle and the teacher chooses someone to go first. This person
walks over to a person across the circle and stands next to the person. The greeter
says, “Good morning, __________” and the person returns the verbal greeting.
2. The two students then do a high five while gently “shaking” each other’s ankle at
the same time. To do the ankle shake successfully, students bend slightly at the
waist and lift the leg closest to their partner, bending at the knee. This allows easy
access to the other person’s ankle. To help balance, students can gently place one
of their hands on the other’s student’s shoulder while doing the high five.
3. After the greeting is completed, the first greeter stays in her new spot in circle,
THe person who was greeted now chooses someone else in the circle to greet.
4. Once a student has been greeted, they sit down in the circle.
5. The greeting continues until every student has been greeted.

Hullabaloo (Correa-Connolly 2004)
Grades 3-8
How to do it:
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1. Students stand in a circle. A leader calls out three directions, from the chart
below, in quick succession, one from each category. For example, the leader
might call “Hop, high five, favorite ice cream flavor.”
2. Students move about the room in the designated way (hop), find a partner, and
greet that person in the designated way (high five).
3. After greeting each other, partners share one piece of information about
themselves (favorite ice cream).
4. The leader rings a bell to signal and call out three new directions. Students repeat
the same steps but with new partners.
5. This continues for three or four rounds. When the leader rings the bell after the
last round she tells students to go back to their meeting spots.
6. After doing this greeting the first few times, briefly with students about what
made it fun, successful, or safe. Ask students to share ideas for improvement.

Ways to Move

Ways to Greet

Topics to Share

Tip Toe

Link elbows

Favorite dessert

Skip

Handshake

Number of siblings

Walk like a mummy

Pinky shake

Favorite book

Swim

High five

Favorite activity

Hop

Ankle shake

Favorite sport
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The Squeeze (Correa-Connolly 2004)
Grades 3-8
How to do it:
1. Students stand or sit in a circle and close their eyes. The teacher walks around the
circle and secretly taps two students who will become the “squeezers.”
2. Students open their eyes. All students then mix and mingle, greeting others with a
handshake and a friendly hello at random.
3. The “squeezers” randomly use a gentle double handshake when greeting
classmates. When a student’s hand has been doubled squeezed, that student kneels
on the floor. After four or five students are kneeling, stop the activity and ask if
anyone wants to guess the identity of the squeezers.
4. The student who are still standing raise their hands to make a guess. If a student
guesses incorrectly, that student also kneels.
5. After the “squeezers” are discovered, new “squeezers” can be chosen for another
round if time permits.

Adjective Greeting (Kriete 2017)
Grades 3-8
How to do it:
1. To start the greeting, each student chooses an adjective that begins with the same
letter as their first name.
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2. Going around the circle, the students introduce themselves to the group by saying
“Hello, my name is (adjective) (first name).”
a. Hello my name is Jazzy Janet.
b. Hello my name is Adventurous Andy
3. If needed to make the greeting go smoother, you may need to create a list of
adjectives that go with each letter. You can hang this list up close to the Morning
Meeting area for students to refer to.

Alphabetical Greeting (Kriete 2017)
Grades 2-8
How to do it:
1. In this greeting, students say “Good Morning” to each other in alphabetical order,
being sure to use each other’s first name.
2. If students are just learning to alphabetize, it’s best if you begin by greeting
students whose names come first in the alphabet (or asking the students who
should go first)
3. With students more experienced with alphabetizing, you can begin anywhere in
the alphabet. For example, if Lindsey is the first greeter, she greets Mark, who
then greets Nicole, etc. When it got to Will, then you will need to go back to
Annie, etc.

Ball Toss (Kriete 2017)
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Grades K-8
How to do it:
1. Students stand in a circle. The teacher chooses someone to begin the greeting
with. She throws, rolls, or bounces the ball to the student, who returns the
greeting.
2. When the students throws the ball they must make eye contact with the person
they are throwing it to and say “Good morning _________.” The student they
greeted returns the greeting (without throwing the ball).
3. The student who threw the ball then sits down in the circle.
4. The student who received the ball then chooses another student to greet each other
in the same way.
5. The greeting continues until every student has been greeted and is sitting down.

One Minute Greeting (Kriete 2017)
Grades K-8
How to do it:
1. Teacher sets a timer for one minute.
2. During that minute, students mix and mingle and say “Good morning ______.” to
as many other students as they can in one minute.
3. Teacher should emphasize the importance of standing still and making eye
contact when greeting someone still so that the pace doesn’t get too frantic.
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Spider Web Greeting (Kriete 2017)
Grades K-8
How to do it:
1. The teacher begins by holding a ball of yarn. The rest of the students stand in a
circle.
2. The teacher holds one end of the yarn and throws the ball of yarn to a student
across the circle from them. The teacher holds firmly to the end of the string.
3. The student who receives the ball of yarn greets another student across the circle
and throws them the ball of yarn, making sure to hold onto the unraveling strand
with one hand.
4. This continues until everyone has been greeted and the yarn has created a web
across the circle.
5. To unravel the web, children greet each other in reverse order until the ball of
yarn is wound up again.

Hello Versions (Barbarash 1997)
Grades K-8
1. BONJOUR – French
2. HOLA – Spanish
3. GUTEN TAG – German
4. CIAO – Italian
5. NAMASTE – Hindi
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6. KONNICHIWA - Japanese
7. MARHABA – Arabic
8. JAMBO – Swahili
9. NI HAU – Mandarin
10. HALO – Bahasa Indonesia
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Appendix B

Sharing Activities
All About Me Pendant
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Appendix C

Group Activities

Commonalities (Correa-Connolly 2004)
Grades K-8
How to do it:
1. Place questions (one per student) in a container and pass the container around the
circle. Each student takes out one question strip.
a. Questions should be simple and about individual traits or facts
i.

Are you right-handed or left-handed

ii.

What is your favorite food

iii.

What is your favorite color

2. Specify a five-minute time limit and tell students they should pose their questions
to as many people as possible during that time. Explain that some of them will
give a short report at the end which describes what they found out.
3. Students mix and mingle at the sound of a chime.
4. Ring a chime or use another signal to end the interviewing period.
5. Ask several volunteers to read the question they asked and give a summary of
what they found out

Just Like Me (Correa-Connolly 2004)
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Grades K-8
How to do it:
1. Students sit in a circle. The teacher or a leader calls out a statement such as “I
have a cat” and everyone whom the statement applies to gets up and says
together, “Just like me!” Students then sit down and wait for the next statement.
2. The activity continues through then statements.
3. At the end, reflect with the children about what they noticed they had in common.
Also encourage children to have more discussions about things they have in
common during recess or lunch.

Pass the Chicken (Correa-Connolly 2004)
Grades 2-8
How to do it:
1. Students sit in a circle. Choose one student to be “it.” That student holds the
chicken (or other object).
2. The teacher or student names a category. The student who is “it” passes the
chicken to the right and quickly begins naming things that belong in the category.
They must name five things in the category before the chicken makes it all the
way around the circle and back to them. Example categories include:
a. Vocabulary Words
b. Fruits, vegetables, cereals, desserts, etc.
c. Musical instruments
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d. Things you do at school, weekend, home, etc
e. Cartoon characters
f. State and capitals
g. Famous people
h. Cities in our state
3. If the student is able to name five items in the category another student takes a
turn being “it” and repeats the process with a new category. If the student can’t
name five things, they can have a second chance at being “it” with another
category or they can ask another student to be “it.”

Trust Walk (Minefield) (Adapted from Hill 1992)
Grades 3-8
How to do it:
1. Before the game, the teacher must lay down obstacles throughout the classroom
or rug area. Students will be making their way through the minefield to the other
end, avoiding the obstacles (mines).
2. Teacher pairs off students into groups of twos.
3. Pairs decide who is going to be the “blind” and who is going to be the “eyes.”
4. Whoever is “blind” stands in front of the “eyes.” The “eyes” places their hand
onto the shoulder of the “blind.”
5. The eyes must give simple commands to the “blind” to guide them through the
minefield avoiding the mines.
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a. Go forward 5 steps.
b. Turn left
c. Go forwards 10 steps
6. If a group hits a mine, they must sit down immediately and become new mines
that pairs need to avoid.
7. The game continues until each pair makes it through the minefield.

Hunt the Key (Hill 1992)
Grades K-8
How to do it:
1. Students in a circle on the floor with their eyes closed.
2. Teacher chooses a student to be the hunter. The hunter then moves into the center
of the circle. Students then open their eyes, except for the hunter.
3. While the hunter’s eyes are closed, the teacher places a small object (key) inoto
another students hand, the small object is then passed around the circle (behind
student’s backs), in order to hit it from the hunter. Students who don't have the
object pretend to still pass the item in order to trick the hunter.
4. Hunter opens their eyes and tries to find who has the object. When they think they
know who has it, the hunter calls out their name. The object must stop. If the
player has the object, they become the new hunter. If the hunter guessed
incorrectly, the games continues
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Alibi (Kriete 2017)
Grades 3-8
How to do it:
1. Standing in a circle, the teacher choose one student to be the detective. That
student then leaves the room. When then detective is out, the group decides on a
crime that has been committed. The teacher then chooses a student to be the guilty
party. They also choose someone to be the spokesperson.
2. The students then need to come up with what they alibi is going to be about why
they did not commit the crime.
3. The detective comes back into the room and joins in the middle of the circle.
4. The spokesperson tells the detective what crime has occured. The detectie goes
around the circle and asks each player in the circle for their alibi - “Where were
you at the time of the crime?”
5. Going around the circle in order, each player gives a brief - one sentence - alibi.
6. The detective listens carefully and then goes around the circle one more time to
hear the alibis again.
7. Going around the circle again in the exact same order, each player must give the
exact same alibi using the exact same words as before. Except for the guilty. The
guilty party must change their alibi just slightly. For example, the first time they
may say “I was at the doctors.” The second time they may say “I was at the
dentist.”
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8. The detective gets three attempts to guess who the guilty person is
9. The game can repeat as many times as time permits.

Bippity Bippity Bop (Kriete 2017)
Grades 3-8
How to do it:
1. Students stand in a circle. The teacher chooses someone to stand in the middle
and to be “it.”
2. The student chosen goes into the middle of the circle. They go from person to
person around the circle to try and trick them. The student can say a number of
phrases to the students in the circle including
a. Bippity Bippity Bop
b. Trippity Trippity Trop
c. Clippity Clippity Clop
d. Drippity Drippity Drop
3. The student that “it” goes up to must finish the phrase correctly before “it” does.
4. If the student does not finish the phrase before “it” they go into the center of the
circle and becomes the new “it”
5. Speed is key, but so is accuracy

Category Snap (Kriete 2017)
Grades 3-8
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How to do it:
1. Students sit in a circle. The teacher chooses a student to be the leader.
2. The leader starts the rhythm of hitting the knees two times and then clapping. This
rhythm repeats. The leader also chooses a category such as fruits or vegetables.
3. Once the category has been choses, the leader starts by saying an item in that
category. Then it goes around the circle clockwise and each student must come up
with a category.
4. If a student is unable to say an item, they sit down in the circle.
5. If a student messes up on the rhythm, they must sit down in the circle as well.
6. The came is finished either when everyone is sitting down, or after 2-3 minutes

Cooseeki (Kriete 2017)
Grades K-8
How to do it:
1. Students stand in a circle. The teacher choose one student to be the detective. The
detective leaves the room.
2. The group then decides on who the leader should be.
3. The leader then starts a movement (tapping toes, clapping hands, etc). The rest of
the students join in with the same movement
4. The detective comes back into the room and stands in the middle of the circle.
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5. The leader continues the same movement until they know the detective is not
looking. When they can, they change the movement. The other students follow
the leaders lead.
6. The detective has three chances to choose who the leader is.

Prui (proo-ee) (Hill 1992)
Grades 3-8
How to do it:
1. Students stand or sit in a circle and close their eyes. The teacher walks around the
circle and secretly taps one students who will become “Prui.” once chosen, the
teacher signals with a bell or other item to direct the students to begin.
2. Students keep their eyes shut. All students then mix and mingle. When they bump
into someone, they shake their hand and ask Prui?
3. If the other person asks Prui? back then they have not found “Prui.”
4. Keeping their eyes closed, they find another person to ask.
5. When everyone is walking around shaking hands saying Prui?, Prui?, the real
“Prui” has their eyes open. When they are greeted with a handshake and says
Prui?, they say nothing back.
6. Players may ask again Prui? And if there is no response, then this player has
found “Prui.”
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7. Once you have found “Prui,” they join hands, open eyes, and keep the other hand
free to shake hands with someone else searching for “Prui.” All members of
“Prui” do not speak.
8. The “Prui” only has hands free at either end of the line so when people bump into
two clasped hands they can feel along until they reach the end of the “Prui” line.
9. When everyone is holding hands and has their eyes open, a cheer occurs and the
greeting is complete.

Entourage (Kriete 2017)
Grades K-8
How to do it:
1. This game is a larger version of Rock Paper Scissors.
2. Students mingle around the classroom to find someone to play one round of Rock
Paper Scissors with. If they tie in the first round, they continue until one person
wins.
3. Whoever wins the round, places their hands onto the shoulders of the person who
won. They are now that student’s entourage. While they walk around the
classroom, the entourage chants out the leader’s name.
4. If two teams come together, they play Rock Paper Scissors as usual and whoever
loses, their whole entourage joins the other team.
5. The game continues until everyone is connected to one student.
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Twenty-One (21) (Kriete 2017)
Grades 1-8
How to do it:
1. Standing around in a circle, the teacher chooses one student to start.
2. That student can say up to three consecutive numbers at a time, but need to start
with 1.
a. 1
b. 1, 2
c. 1, 2, 3
3. Once that student ends, the student to the left of them picks up where they left off.
They can say up to the next three numbers consecutively.
a. 2, 3, 4
b. 3, 4
c. 4
4. This continues around the circle until someone says 21. If a student says 21, they
sit down in the circle because they are out.
5. The next person starts over again at 1.
6. The game continues as usual until the final four.
7. Once there are four students left, they create a smaller circle in the middle of the
larger circle.
8. The games continues until there is just one student left.
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9. At the end, students clap for the winner, runner up, third, fourth, and the first
student to sit down.

Four Corners (Hill 1992)
Grades K-8
How to do it:
1. Teacher chooses one student to call out corners. This student stands in the front of
the classroom. They close their eyes and count to 10.
2. As the caller is counting out loud to 10, the other students choose of the four
corners in the classroom. When the caller gets to 0, the students must stay where
they are.
3. The caller then chooses a corner number (1, 2, 3, or 4). Whichever students are
standing in that corner go sit back on the rug.
4. The game continues until there are 4 students left.
5. When there are 4 students left, each corner can only have 1 student at a time.
6. The game finishes when there is only one student left.

Balloon Volleyball (Zimmerman 2019)
Grades 2-8
How to do it:
1. Teacher divides the students into two teams. One team sits on the right side of the
rug facing the middle. The other team sits on the left side of the rug facing the
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middle. Each side can have 2 or 3 rows of students depending on number in the
classroom.
2. The teacher then chooses one goalie from each side.
3. The goalie stands behind their team and anything behind them is considered a
goal.
4. Students must sit cross-legged and on their bottoms the entire time. They can also
only hit the beach ball with their hands.
5. The teacher throws in the beach ball and the game begins. The rest of the game is
like regular volleyball.
6. The game finishes when one team gets 5 points or when time is up.
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Appendix D

News and Announcements Activities
Monday Math Questions (Zimmerman, 2019)

Tuesday STEAM Activity (Zimmerman 2019)
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Wednesday Riddle of the Day (Hopping Up Your Brain, 2019)

Thursday Question of Day (Zimmerman 2019)

Friday Would You Rather Question (Zimmerman 2019)
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Appendix D

Student Questionnaire (Zimmerman, 2019)
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